Year 11
CEIAG
PSHE

Art

Biology
Business Studies

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

one to one careers interviews and
support with next steps
college/ sixth form / apprenticeship
plannning

one to one careers interviews and
support with next steps
college/ sixth form / apprenticeship
plannning

one to one careers interviews and
support with next steps
college/ sixth form / apprenticeship
plannning

one to one careers interviews and
support with next steps

support with next steps

support with next steps

Animator, illustrator, Production and
paper maker, designer and craftsperson,
Animator, illustrator, Production and Animator, illustrator, Production and
fashion, textiles and costume maker,
Animator, illustrator, Production and Animator, illustrator, Production and paper maker, designer and craftsperson, paper maker, designer and craftsperson,
fine artist, graphic designer,
paper maker, designer and craftsperson, paper maker, designer and craftsperson, fashion, textiles and costume maker,
fashion, textiles and costume maker,
photographer, furniture designer,
fashion, textiles and costume maker,
fashion, textiles and costume maker,
fine artist, graphic designer,
fine artist, graphic designer,
product designer, architect, prop and
fine artist, graphic designer,
fine artist, graphic designer,
photographer, furniture designer,
photographer, furniture designer,
set design, ceramic designer, graphic
photographer, product designer, prop photographer, product designer, prop product designer, architect, prop and product designer, architect, prop and
illustrator, product designer, theatre
and set design, ceramic designer,
and set design, ceramic designer,
set design, ceramic designer, graphic set design, ceramic designer, graphic
designer, landscape design, town
graphic illustrator, product designer,
graphic illustrator, product designer,
illustrator, product designer, theatre
illustrator, product designer, theatre
planning, Automotive design, hair
theatre designer, architect
theatre designer, architect
designer, hair dressing, beauty,
designer, hair dressing, beauty,
dressing, beauty, teaching,
teaching
teaching
museum/gallery conservation and
curating
healthcare professions
business development, management,
marketing and entrepreneurship

healthcare professions

healthcare professions

Designer, architect, engineer,
construction industry, carpenter,
joiner.

Designer, architect, engineer,
construction industry, carpenter,
joiner.

Designer, architect, engineer,
construction industry, carpenter,
joiner.

Designer, architect, engineer,
construction industry, carpenter,
joiner.

Playwright
Food safety, hygiene, chef, catering and
hospitality

Playwright

Poet

Poet, Author, Playwright

economist /socio political

economist

Chemistry
DT
English Language
English Literature
Food Technology
French
Geography

H&SC

History

ICT
Maths
Music
PE
Physics
Psychology
RS
Sociology

geologist

logistics, resource supply chain

Final coursework unit is called 'planning for careers in health, social care and child care'. This focuses on all careers in the sector as as part of coursework students
have to investigate a career of their choice and the requirements for getting into that chosen career. Students are free to choose a career of their own interest, but
case studies may be used for those undecided.
Reporter/Journalist, writer, scientist or Reporter/Journalist, writer, scientist or Reporter/Journalist, writer, scientist or
Researcher, costume or set designer for Researcher, costume or set designer for Researcher, costume or set designer for
doctor, Researcher, costume or set
doctor, Researcher, costume or set
doctor, Researcher, costume or set
TV or film, forensic anthropologist,
TV or film, forensic anthropologist,
TV or film, forensic anthropologist,
designer for TV or film, forensic
designer for TV or film, forensic
designer for TV or film, forensic
Historian, archaeologist, museum work Historian, archaeologist, museum work Historian, archaeologist, museum work
anthropologist, Historian,
anthropologist, Historian,
anthropologist, Historian,
or curator, builder, tactician, weapons or curator, builder, tactician, weapons or curator, builder, tactician, weapons
archaeologist, museum work or
archaeologist, museum work or
archaeologist, museum work or
or equipment specialist, munitions
or equipment specialist, munitions
or equipment specialist, munitions
curator, builder, tactician, weapons or curator, builder, tactician, weapons or curator, builder, tactician, weapons or
work or restoration, MP/ politician,
work or restoration, MP/ politician,
work or restoration, MP/ politician,
equipment specialist, munitions work equipment specialist, munitions work equipment specialist, munitions work
investigator or police officer etc.
investigator or police officer etc.
investigator or police officer etc.
or restoration, MP/ politician,
or restoration, MP/ politician,
or restoration, MP/ politician,
investigator or police officer etc.
investigator or police officer etc.
investigator or police officer etc.
Project planning and management in digital and creative media. Use of digital technology in a wide range of fields.
Maths develops your problem solving,
analytical and presentation skills, as
well as resilience and numeracy. These
are important in virtually every career.
composing, appraisal, musicology
Sports coach, PE teacher, sports analyst
Electric circuit theory.
Electrical H&S
N/A
N/A
Increased awareness of the world around and the beliefs and lifestyles of different cultures
N/A
N/A

Materials Science
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

